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ABSTRACT
Over the past several years, wireless network systems and sensing technologies have been developed significantly. This
has resulted in the broad application of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in many engineering fields and in particular
structural health monitoring (SHM). The movement of traditional SHM toward the new generation of SHM, which
utilizes WSNs, relies on the advantages of this new approach such as relatively low costs, ease of implementation and
the capability of onboard data processing and management. In the particular case of long span bridge monitoring, a WSN
should be capable of transmitting commands and measurement data over long network geometry in a reliable manner.
While using single-hop data transmission in such geometry requires a long radio range and consequently a high level of
power supply, multi-hop communication may offer an effective and reliable way for data transmissions across the
network. Using a multi-hop communication protocol, the network relays data from a remote node to the base station via
intermediary nodes. We have proposed a data-transmission pipelining algorithm to enable an effective use of the
available bandwidth and minimize the energy consumption and the delay performance by the multi-hop communication
protocol. This paper focuses on the implementation aspect of the pipelining algorithm on Imote2 platforms for SHM
applications, describes its interaction with underlying routing protocols, and presents the solutions to various
implementation issues of the proposed pipelining algorithm. Finally, the performance of the algorithm is evaluated based
on the results of an experimental implementation.
Keywords: Data-transmission, Pipelining algorithm, Multi-hop communication, Wireless sensor networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
A review on the literature of the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) applications in the civil engineering shows the
increasing interest of researchers in the use of WSN in Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of bridge infrastructure. Part
of this interest is because of the convenience in the deployment of wireless units for sensing and communication and part
is due to the crucial health condition of existing bridge structures [1]. Although WSN serves an efficient, low-cost and
easy to install tool for health monitoring of infrastructure, there are some drawbacks that limit their broad application in
this SHM. Power maintenance and effective communication are two major challenges in the current status of WSN. To
overcome these difficulties in the application of WSN, many studies have focused on these topics in recent years.
Developing effective power usage strategies ([2] and [3]), energy harvesting approach ([4] and [5]), transmission of
power through radio signals ([6]) are few examples of researches on the power maintenance topic.
While many researchers have concentrated on the limited power in WSN, less effort has been observed in addressing the
communication efficiency issues found in on-site WSNs deployed at bridges. In the particular case of long span bridge
monitoring, when WSN with single-hop data communication is applied, the radio range can considerably limit the total
length of the network. As an example of this limitation, in one of the recent large deployments of WSN for health
monitoring of a cable-stayed bridge [7], restriction of radio range in single-hop scheme enforced dividing the network
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into two sub-networks with separated base stations. In such deployment, synchronization of the sub-networks becomes
impossible which could affect the final obtained results. An approach addressing this limitation is multi-hop data
communication. In this transmission scheme, two nodes which are not in the direct radio range, communicate using
nodes in-between [8]. Example protocols developed for multihop routing include Beacon Vector Routing (BVR) [9],
Virtual ring routing (VPR) [10], MintRout [11], General Purpose Multi-hop (GPMH) and Single-Sinked Multihop
(SSMH) [12].
Further enhancement of communication in long linear networks is the reuse of the bandwidth by applying pipelining
approach in which several nodes transmit data at the same time. The basic idea of pipelining is to schedule the behavior
of the nodes along the multi-hop communication path such that controlling the sending rate to maximize the channel
usage and minimize the energy consumption, delay performance and packets collisions [13]. The important advantage of
pipelining, over the simple multi-hop approach, is its impact in the network agility. [14] shows the significance of
network’s agility in structural monitoring application.
Despite the substantial improvement that pipelining brings to the performance of wireless networks, literature shows
little attention to its application in long span bridge monitoring. Deployment of a network of 64 wireless sensors on the
Golden Gate Bridge [8] is the only significant work which has incorporated pipelining for transmitting data across the
bridge. The hardware platform of that work was Micaz which had been one of the promising platforms at that time.
Since both hardware and software platforms of wireless sensors evolve rapidly, it is necessary to update and enhance the
protocols in this research field. Presented in [13] is a pipelining algorithm that gives consideration to both channel usage
improvement and deployment simplicity, which is called “Pushpin” here. This paper presents the implementation of
Pushpin on Imote2 platform which is a popular hardware platform in the field of SHM. The pipelining algorithm is
integrated into a scheduling component running on the Imote2 nodes. Through a series of calibration test, a test-bed is
provided to compare the performances between the Pushpin pipelining scheme and a prevalent reliable transmission
protocol used in WSN field deployment for SHM [15]. The results show that the pipelining scheme gains a significant
edge in session throughput as the WSN route includes multiple hops.

2. THEORY OF THE ALGORITHM
Pipelining is a scheduling strategy that greedily utilizes the wireless channel resource. Once a sender assumes that the
wireless channel is idle, it will keep pumping packets to the network without stopping to confirm the successful
reception of each packet. The pipelining algorithm details can be depicted in the pseudo code below.

Variables: p, q,
t;
{

BC:
CLK:

//pointers to packets

// reading of timerwhile(true)
if (!getPacket(p))
goto CLK;
p -> receiverId = RECEIVER;
p -> packetVersion = ver++;
p -> senderId = TOS_LOCAL_ADDRESS;
broadCast(p);
for (t=T_WAIT; t>=0; t--)
{
if (receivePacket(q) && q->packetVersion >= ver[q->senderId])
{p=q;
goto BC;}
}

}
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The behavior of this pseudo code is explained in the flow chart Figure 1. At the beginning of every iteration, the program
packs up a packet from the data waiting to be sent. The flags and variables in the packet structure are set according to the
source and destination nodes id. Then the packet is sent out by broadcasting, and at the same time a timer is set to count
down from a constant T_WAIT. During this period, if there is another packet arriving from the wireless channel, the
program will first check whether the packet has been sent from this node before. If not, the packet will be re-broadcasted
and the clock will be reset to T_WAIT. After the timer signals a timeout, the program will fetch another packet from the
local data pool.

Figure 1 Flow Chart of Pushpin Mechanism

The waiting period T_WAIT is a crucial parameter in this algorithm, which stands for the time it takes for a packet going
out of the interference range of the sender (as shown in Figure 2). This value is related to multiple factors including the
transmitting power of each node, network density and the processing speed. In a real world implementation, a way to
estimate this value is multiplying the one hop delay by some empirical constant.

Figure 2 Example of an Operation Period by the Pipelining Algorithm
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3. IMPLEMENTATION
We name our implementation of the algorithm on Imote2 platform “Pushpin”. Our goal is to provide a TinyOS
component which is comparable to the ReliableComm in current release [15] , plus the function of multi-hop pipelining.
The interface we provide is similar to the one from the ReliableComm, therefore it will be convenience for current user
of ReliableComm to switch to our application. Some stats of both components are listed in the table below.

Table 1. Parameter Setting Comparison

Pushpin

ReliableComm

Data Packet Size

29 Bytes

127 Bytes

Payload Size

18 Bytes

96 Bytes

Range

Multi hop

Single hop

Require ACK

No

Yes

The reason we choose a relatively small packet size for Pushpin is because of the compatibility issue. The
ReliableComm and the entire SHM tools family is built upon TinyOS 1.x system, which has a data packet structure
TOS_MSG with a maximal packet length 127 Bytes. While in TinyOS 2.x, this data structure evolves to an abstract data
types (ADT), with platform specific header and footer, leaving a data section with a default length of 29 Bytes. We
restrict the packet size so that the Pushpin application can be easily upgraded to TinyOS 2.x version if needed. This
setting may hinder the transmission speed with extra processing work load. In other words, the throughputs we gain here
can be treated as a lower bound. Since Pushpin offers an interface similar to ReliableComm.send, it takes four input
parameters: recipient list, recipient number, data pointer and data length. Despite the similarity in the interfaces the two
components handle the parameters differently: the ReliableComm unicasts the packets to the neighbors that are in the
recipient list while the Pushpin broadcasts the packets at the fastest available speed in a multi-hop manner. To further
reduce the time consumption for network agility, Pushpin does not require acknowledgement for each packet. (In future
release we may include features like NACK, i.e. Negative ACK, that indicating the potential transmission failure to
handle the packet loss.)

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We write our own application TestPushpinM to test the efficiency of the pipelining. This application runs a simple data
transmission tasks: taking a local data buffer, sending it through ReliableComm.send. At the receiver end,
ReliableComm.receive also takes charge of receiving the packets and reconstructing the data. If there are other receivers
beside the local node, the receive event will also trigger the forwarding process. In either case the successful rate of
packet transmission will be measured and displayed.
4.1 Calibration
The default transmission range for Imote2 is around 30 meters. To have the multi-hop test in a manageable scale, we
lower the transmission power of the transceiver CC2420 from 0 to -24dBm. To determine the new communication range
under this setting, we construct a calibration test. In this test, two Imote2 nodes are separated by a certain distance, one
of them sends 100 packets to the other one, and the receiver reports the packet number it received. We repeat 10 times
for each distance, and the result is plotted in Figure 3. From the graph we can identify that the link state has three stages
when the distance increases: first one is from 15 to 35 cm, the successful rate drop from perfect to around 0.75; the
second one is from 35 to 75cm, where the reception success rate jitter around 0.75; and the third one is further than
75cm, where the success rate drop dramatically to 0. To get an acceptable packet loss rate, we choose 15cm as the span
between two neighbor nodes.
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Figure 3 One Hop Link Quality
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Figure 4. Throughputs Observed at Both Sender and Receiver Sides

4.2 Saturation Test
Another crucial parameter we need to decide for the Pushpin application is the sending rate. Besides the interference
constraint, the wireless communication among wireless nodes is also bounded by the processing speed of the
microprocessors. That is, when the sending speed exceed some threshold, the throughput observed at the receiver side
will not keep increasing since the processor is occupied in handling current packets rather than new arriving ones. This
phenomenon is depicted in Figure 4, where the gray bars stand for the sending data rate (throughput from sender side),
and the solid bars stands for the corresponding throughput observed at the receiver side. From the figure we can see that
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the receiving throughput does not increase significantly after the sending speed reach 30kbps. Thus we choose 30kbps as
the default sending speed for Pushpin. One may notice that this value is only a portion of the maximum transmission
capacity of cc2420, which is 250kbps. The reason for this relatively low throughput is two-fold: firstly, as mentioned
above, we choose the lowest transmitting power for CC2420; secondly, we only use a small portion of the TOS_MSG
load capacity (29/127) in this application.
4.3 Comparison Test
The comparison between the ReliableComm and the Pushpin is conducted upon a small multi-hop network. Since the
ReliableComm treat large and small size of data differently (using ReliableCommS and ReliableCommL
correspondingly), in order to keep the complexity of data processing from affecting the throughput measurement, we
choose a small data size (100 bytes) for ReliableComm to transmission. Pushpin does not have such restriction on data
size, so the test data is set to a larger chunk (1600 bytes) to rule out of randomness. The result is shown in Figure 5. As
we iterated before, the throughput values listed here are the saturated throughput under a power constraint and software
cost. Thus we define it as “saturated effective throughput” From the result we can see a clear pattern of the throughput:
in the single-hop scenario, the ReliableComm performs better than Pushpin, while as the hops number get larger, the
burden of ACK exchanges greatly hinder the data transmission of ReliableComm, which lead to a substantial
performance lag when compared with Pushpin.
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Figure 5. Saturated EffectiveThroughput in Multi-hop Cases

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present a design of pipelining data transmission algorithm and its implementation on Imote2 wireless
sensor network platform. Through comparison with a reliable transmission component, we prove that as a scheduling
strategy, pipelining algorithm out performs traditional one-to-one reliable transmission algorithm in multi-hop
transmission throughput. The greedy algorithm of the speed control, which is the core of pipeling, turns out to be a very
effective method for data collection. In the future, we will extend this Pushpin component to accommodate some real
sensing application like RemoteSensing. Some new features will be brought in. For example, an NACK mechanism is
expected to be added in to handle packet loss. Also an automatic link state estimator is needed for the dynamic
calculation of sending speed.
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